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File Accession Dossier

tt'tational Convention of School Counselors

ICTRC

India International Centre

Friday, September 22, 20!7

Ms. Neha Udar

Teachers' WorkshoP

d

Objectives:
. To establish a feeling of mutual understanding between student and a teacher'

. To help the student work out a plan for solving their difficulties.

. To help the student know himself better - his interests, abilities, aptitudes, and opportunities'

. To encourage and develop special abilities and right attitudes.

. To inspire successful endeavor toward attainment'

To identify students who are at the risk in any area of life'

Submitted to : PrinciPal

copy to: For weosite..F}&- & For Facebo ok / Magazine..(Y.Y..A'

Description:
..All children should be taught to unconditionally accept, approve, admire, appreciate,

forgive, trust, and ultimately love their own person"'

A seminar was conducted on the topic "At risk - prevention and identification". The seminar revolved

around understanding the risk at academic, emotional and physical level. The term at-risk is often

usec to describe students or groups of students who are considered to have a higher probability of

failing academically or dropping out of school. The term may be applied to students who face

circumstances that'could jeopardize their ability to complete school, such as homelessness, captivity,

teenage pregnancy, serioLs health issues, domestic violence, or it may refer to learning disabilities,

low test scores, disciplinary problems, grade retentions, or other learning-related factors that could

adversely affect the educational performance and social personality'

The seminar started with the opening remarks of Dr. Dr. V. S. Ravindran who iS a renowned

Educational psychologist, counselor Tra-iner highlighting, the areas wherein students are at high risk

across three dimensions: behavioral, emotionai and cognitive. The impact of risk factors on

a;;";";;rt. health and wellbeing witl vary between individuals, depending on their levels of
-r"r][Jn."-and protective facto.s such as support from a trusted adult. while the presence or one or

more risk factor does not inevitably mean a child or young person will become disengaged, it is

important that schools have an awareness of these factors to be able to identify and address issues as

early as possible. Further, the seminar was addressed by Prof. Keshav on identification and

prevention of risk factors what schools should look for among children. He encouraged the counselors

& teachers to look for signs ana symptoms of vulnerablL children and include social-emotional

learning in there curriculum which would help developing a positive school climate'

Prepared by: Ms. Neha Udar .Q;rP: Submitted bY: Ms. Alka Sahan | .'W;.
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